
We develop 
intuitive products 

that help you 
achieve your 

true potential.



Goodbye stress,
hello productivity

from



Global Tasks is the task 
management solution that 
helps you stay on top of your 
work and in control of what 
you need to do.

Designed specifically with 
dyslexia, mental health and 
neurodiversity in mind, 
Global Tasks lets you see 
the big picture, hide the 
noise and focus on your 
highest priority tasks.

Task management
with a difference
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Managing multiple assignment deadlines, remembering when to pay 
bills, understanding what the highest priority is can be overwhelming.
We spoke to students receiving DSAs, to find out how they manage 
their workload. Here’s what they said:

Why do we need
task management?

“When I have lots 
to do, I just don’t 

know what’s most 
important.”

“I know some of the things
I should be working on,

but there are other tasks
I can’t remember,
and I don’t know

if they’re urgent.”

“I write some important 
things down at uni, and 
when I get home, I can’t 

remember what
I need to do.”



“The structure and support that
Global Tasks gives the student is

making a real difference in their life.”

How does it help?

Needs Assessor, Wales

See the big picture
See all your projects visually organised 
in one place, at a glance. Zoom in and 
out to see the right level of detail.

Hide the noise
Improve your focus by temporarily 
hiding tasks you don’t need to 
see. They’ll be remembered for 
you and reappear at the time you set.

Always in sync
All of your tasks stay seamlessly 
in sync across your computer 
and phone, so you can update and 
check your tasks anywhere.
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Global Tasks supports anyone who struggles with managing and 
organising their workload. It can be due to memory issues, lack of 
concentration or difficulty prioritising, which often occur in conditions 
such as:

Who is it for?

dyspraxia dyslexia

depression
fatigue anxiety

“As soon as I put my tasks into the app, 
my brain felt emptier, as my thoughts

were stored and organised
somewhere else, and I didn’t have

to hold onto them anymore,
which lessened my anxiety.”

Caroline, Teacher, UK



Focus on your
writing, not the
red underlines

from



A comprehensive and discreet software solution 
that automatically corrects spelling errors in 
any program, as you type.

Automatic spelling
correction as you type

Running silently in the background and removing 
the stop-start effect of correcting mistakes - 
Global AutoCorrect is an essential productivity tool 
that helps you focus on the content and flow of 
writing, saving you time and energy.

With over 130 subject specific dictionaries included, 
Global AutoCorrect will recognise and correct advanced 
terminology, no matter what subject you’re writing about.

Global AutoCorrect is:



Don’t let spelling
slow you down
Simply install Global AutoCorrect and keep your work moving forward. 

Increase your productivity and save energy
Reduce the distraction of errors, red underlines, and spelling 
decisions so you can focus on your ideas.

Improve your writing confidence
Remove the focus on errors and spelling, and develop better 
self-confidence, self-esteem, and positive self-talk. 

Simple to use and works automatically 
with nothing new to learn
Global AutoCorrect starts correcting your 
spelling as soon as it's installed. It works 
quietly and intuitively in the background, 
with no unnecessary interruptions.
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Proven results!

Global AutoCorrect is an invaluable tool for anyone who has difficulty spelling. 
It’s ideal for those with working memory issues, have difficulty concentrating, 
are distracted by errors and red underlines or lack of confidence with writing, 
which can occur in conditions such as:

Who does it help?

Dr Trevor Humby of Cardiff University’s 
School of Psychology carried out 
an independent study to measure 
the benefits of Global AutoCorrect. 
His research showed that Global 
AutoCorrect improved dyslexic 
students’ information recall by 
18%, which brings them in line 
with their non-dyslexic peers.

This research was published in the distinguished 
academic journal, ‘Dyslexia’.
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0800 458 1922  |  LexAble.com 

Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries and regions. 
App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google LLC.

Want to learn more?

BOOK YOUR
DEMO TODAY

hello@LexAble.com

TRY IT FREE!
LexAble.com

AVAILABLE ON
Windows, macOS, iOS, Android

and Chromebook

Site licenses available

AVAILABLE ON
Windows and macOS


